REGRIND & SAVE!
Save 30%-60% with tooling reground to like-new condition.
Reduce inventory on hand.
Available for standard and custom tooling.
Precise geometries and edge preps generate 100%
performance compared to new tooling.
Custom etching on regrinds ensures operator has
correct tooling.
Contact our Regrind Department
for more info.
Recoated in-house with Fullerton premium coatings.
Fullerton grinds and finishes applied to tooling,
regardless of manufacturer.
* Tools 1/4” and smaller do not qualify for regrind.

SAVE MONEY with Fullerton’s complete
regrind program. Most standard and
custom tooling can be reground to
like-new condition while maintaining
precise geometries, edge preps, and
coatings at a fraction of the cost of
new tooling.

fullertontool.com | regrinds@fullertontool.com | 800.248.8315

ABOUT FULLERTON

Fullerton Tool Company is a third-generation,
family owned business that specializes in the
design and production of solid carbide cutting
tools for a wide variety of industries.
Founded in 1942, the company manufactures high
quality end mills, drills, reamers, burrs, saws,
keyseat cutters and PCD tooling. Fullerton is an ISO
9001:2015 certified company.

FULLERTON REGRIND PROGRAM

Fullerton Tool provides OEM Quality Regrinds,
Retips and Reworks, striving to provide as close
to the new tool as possible at a competitive
price and delivery.
We utilize the same high quality equipment,
inspection procedures and operators that we
provide on your new tools.

END MILLS

REAMERS

Decimal Size End Mills
Any special diameter end mill in Fullerton
Tool’s standard length geometry can
be made in 48-hours! This also includes
corner radius and ball end mills.

KEYSEAT CUTTER
Intermediate Size Keyseat Cutters
Fullerton Tool can decrease the thickness
of our standard keyseat cutters for your
purpose in 24-hours.

ALT STANDARDS
Need something that is similar to our
standards but a little different? Fullerton
Tool can alter a standard tool in 5 days or
less to meet your needs.

Decimal Size Reamers
Fullerton Tool can make any size carbide
reamer in 24-hours! This includes straight
flute, right hand & left hand spiral flute.
Special tolerances also available.

SAWS
Carbide Slitting Saws
Fullerton Tool can size any carbide slitting
saw from 1/4” diameter to 6” diameter in
24-hours! See the Fullerton Tool catalog
for standard size saw blades.

SERVICES
Fullerton Tool can put a CORNER RADIUS,
CORNER CHAMFER or CHIP BREAKERS on
any end mill in 48-hours! This includes
all end mills in our catalog including our
high performance lines.

We combine our highly skilled operators with
our top-of-the-line production machinery to
design and manufacture special cutting tools
for your most demanding applications.
Our F.A.S.T. team will work closely with your
company to help you obtain your goal of optimal process parameter and
become lean, efficient and profitable manufacturers.
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